DO YOU HAVE A WORN AXLE?

Chances are, if you are experiencing King Pin, Tire-Wear or Alignment issues in many cases it is due to a worn axle eye.

If this problem is ignored it can end up costing significantly more than if the axle had been fixed at the time of inspection/diagnosis.

Many current axle repair methods require the axle to be removed, resulting in extended down time. They may mask the issue by using a soft sleeve that does not truly repair the problem but hides it temporarily.

Finally there is a solid solution to this vicious cycle: STEMCO Kaiser’s Axle Pro Equipment (APE)

There is a network of technicians who use STEMCO Kaiser’s APE to quickly repair and enhance worn axle eyes with pre-hardened, pre-cut sleeves without removing the axle (For most vehicles and axles).

The APE is the only repair method for axles in the industry that leaves the axle eye in a superior condition than it was originally. An APE-repaired axle eye results in less tire wear, better alignment and steering than ever before.

To learn more about this solution, its costs and performed services in your area please call:

For more information on STEMCO Kaiser products visit www.stemcokaiser.com or call 888-854-6474
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